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RACE ONE: 
SHIP DISTURBER is still searching for his first win of 2016, but he ran well 
in Louisville back in the spring facing tougher adversaries, and he was in 
good form facing allowance company in Ohio before his connections 
stopped on him back in September. Son of Sky Mesa was a good second in 
the slop in his last start off the shelf and has finished in the money in six-
of-eight starts this year; choice. BACKLASH was only beaten six lengths 
and change for all the money two weeks ago facing tougher rivals, where 
he finished with interest despite getting jostled about at the five-sixteenths 
pole. He’ll be tighter this go-around making his second start off a lengthy 
layoff; contender. ASLEEPINCHURCH is another dropping in class and 
making his second start off the sidelines, but the gray has a penchant for 
place money (he’s been second in six-of-13 starts lifetime), and he finished 
a nose behind the top selection two starts back at Ellis Park. He has some 
early foot but would want a better price than his 9-5 morning line odds; tab 
for a minor award. INNOCUOUS creeps down in class and should appreciate 
returning to the main track in this spot off a couple of turf tries in Indiana, 
as the lone win of his career from 17 previous outings came on dirt. Bullet 
work since the last start noted; useful in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-2-1 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
The well-bred filly NAPLES ROSE (by Bernardini out of a Distorted Humor 
mare) ran poorly in her dirt debut in her most recent start but may not 
have cared for the “wet-fast” surface, and she was stretching out three-
eighths of a mile off her debut run. She slides in for a $50K tag in this spot 
for a crafty barn and will appreciate turning back to a six-furlong trip. She 
has hooked live maiden allowance fields in the past; contender. Not sure 
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what happened to POMMADE in his last start, where he finished last, 
beaten 33 and a quarter lengths coming off a solid second-place effort 
behind a next-out winner in her debut run. She has a couple of sharp works 
under her belt since the last race, including a bullet :47 1/5 move under 
the Twin Spires on Halloween. Makes her first start for a tag; willing to 
give her another chance. HEAVENLY DAZE’s form improved when 
dropping down to the $30K maiden claiming level, and she steps in in class 
in this spot making her first start since being haltered by trainer Rick 
Hiles, whose outfit does well with runners first off the claim. She should be 
prominent early under Bridgmohan; threat. PEGGY IN MOTION has only 
managed a single money finish from five starts this year, and that was on 
the Polytrack at Turfway back in March. Uncle Mo filly seems to be a bit 
better in blinkers and has a right to improve in the second start of her 
current form cycle; best effort yields minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-2-6 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
The bay filly SPANISH ARCH drops down in class off a game effort at 
Keeneland 19 days ago facing $30K maiden claiming types, and looks to 
have this nondescript field of maiden $15K fillies over the proverbial 
barrel. Daughter of Dialed In figures to move forward in her second start of 
the shelf and trainer Maker sent out Southern Gem ($7.20) to win the 
seventh race on yesterday’s card; the one to fear at short odds (1-1 on the 
morning line). BIG SIGH’s chances were compromised at the start in her 
most recent outing, where she was bumped and got away slow over a “wet-
fast” track that she may not have cared for. She didn’t run poorly in her 
debut effort in Henderson; threat with a clean break over a “fast” strip. 
FLASHY JULIA has retained flat form while dropping in class, but I’ll give 
her a pass for her last dull effort, where she bobbled at the start and was 
rushed into an honest pace. She broke slow and improved in her career 
debut and continues the class decent in this spot; weaker half of the Maker 
entry can’t be dismissed with confidence. CHEF KAREN was well behind 
the top choice in her last start, where she hooked a live group of maiden 
$30K types in Lexington. She’s another that had an eventful start in her 
last outing and she drops down another couple of pegs in class in this affair 
looking for form reversal; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-4-3 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The featured fourth race on Friday’s card features a well-matched field of 
eight colts and geldings going a flat mile on the Matt Winn turf course, and 
we’ll give the slight edge to GALTON, who is coming off a game third-place 
effort behind Mongolian Saturday in the Woodford Stakes (G3) at 
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Keeneland. Bay gelding demonstrated a quick turn of foot when besting a 
field of $62K/“two other than” allowance types at Kentucky Downs, and 
he’s never been worse than third in three prior outings on turf in Louisville 
hooking lesser stock. He’s stretches out to a distance at which he is zero-
for-eight lifetime, but he’s eligible for improvement making the third start 
off a layoff for a high-percentage barn. He’s 3-1 on the morning line; rates 
slight edge. MONGOL BULL finished six and a quarter lengths behind the 
top choice in his last start when stepping up to graded stakes company, 
and his chances figure top have been compromised in that affair, as he 
jumped a shadow near the quarter-pole, a pivotal part of the race, 
especially in a turf sprint. Son of Hard Spun’s form is pretty salty in the 
allowance/optional claiming ranks, and he has a previous win on the grass 
in Louisville. He’s unproven at this distance but is bred to stay the trip and 
is 15-1 on the morning line; has the looks of a live longshot. ALMASTY has 
run well in a pair of stakes since turning back in distance, and he was only 
a quarter-length off the top choice in the Woodford (G3) in his last start. 
That said, he should appreciate stretching out to a mile in this spot, as he 
has been first or second in four-of-five starts lifetime going eight furlongs 
on the lawn. His form against allowance company is solid, and he won a 
Grade 3 stakes for fun over a “good” course the last time he was seen on 
the turf in Louisville; contender. FLATLINED is a restricted stakes winner 
on the turf this year and has a pair of money finishes over the local turf 
course in the past. He’s finished in the money in fifty percent of his starts 
lifetime and is sitting on a bullet five-furlong work in :59 1/5; threat in a 
competitive heat. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-1-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
The consistent EPIC JOURNEY has placed in six-of-nine starts lifetime and 
may have needed his last start in Lexington off a brief freshening. Three-
year-old gelding will try older horses for the first time in this spot, but it’s 
late in the year and he’ll make his first start for a tag in this affair. He’s 
stakes-placed in the dirt in 2016 and will be tighter this time. I’m loving 
the 8-1 morning line price tag; has the looks of an overlay. 
TAKETOTHESTREETS won his last outing vs. conditioned claiming types 
under the Twin Spires with ease, and he will appreciate stretching out an 
eight-furlong trip in this spot. Six-year-old has effective tactical speed and 
has room for improvement making his third start off the shelf. He’s back in 
for a tag; threat. STARSHIP ZEUS has never been off the board from four 
previous starts in Louisville and will get needed class relief dropping into 
the conditioned claiming ranks in this affair. He was seven-wide at the 
quarter-pole in his last outing at Keeneland and an honest second two 
starts back in Louisville hooking first-tier allowance company. Blinkers off 
noted; horse for the course. SUMPTER has produced a trio of money 
finishes for his new barn but has lacked a winning move in the lane in all 
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three of those heats, the most recent of which coming against similar 
company in Lexington. Will appreciate Churchill’s longer stretch; minor 
award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-4 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
FRENCHMAN BAY has been facing tougher company in New York and 
drops in class to catch a soft field of $16K conditioned claiming types in 
this two-turn dirt affair. Super Saver gelding made up some ground late in 
his last start and will appreciate stretching out to a distance at which he 
has finished in the money in seven-of-nine starts lifetime; looks live on the 
drop. READY IF YOU ARE has improved in a pair of turf starts hooking 
arguably tougher adversaries at Indiana Grand since returning from a two-
month layoff back in September, and he was an honest fourth in his last 
main track appearance in Louisville facing tougher adversaries; turf-to-
dirt angle looks playable. MEMORIAL BLUE has finished in the money in 
four of his past five starts hooking lesser company, but he gave a good 
account of himself in his first outing against winners at Belterra and 
should appreciate the extra sixteenth of a mile in this spot. He figures to 
get a good trip stalking then pace; minor award candidate. ROTTAKEN’s 
form has gone south against winners, but he takes the necessary class drop 
in this spot making just his second start for a new barn. He returns to the 
main track—his preferred surface—in this spot; comes running for part 
with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-6-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
ABOVE THE BAR has been lightly campaigned this year but his turf form 
has been sharp, including a game wire-to-wire score vs. open $40K 
claiming types in Louisville back in the spring under Lanerie at 21-1. Bay 
gelding showed little after getting bumped at the start in his most recent 
race at Keeneland, but he has room to improve off the effort in this spot 
making his third start off a layoff. He’s finished in the money in five-of-six 
outings lifetime over the Matt Winn turf course; rates a slight edge in a 
contentious affair. MARKET OUTLOOK has been razor-sharp this year 
winning seven-of-10 starts and had things his own way with a field of $16K 
starter allowance types when last seen over the local turf course. He’s 
caught “good” turf courses in is past two starts and is better over firm 
ground. He’ll make his first start for a new, low-profile barn, but that is 
nothing new for this popular claim box attraction; formidable. BOURBON N 
LIME is another that has been in good form this year, having won four-of-
10 starts, and he has ben sharp of late in Indiana while moving up in class. 
He is at his best on grass at this mile and a sixteenth trip, and he’s capable 
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of stringing multiple winning efforts together; don’t ignore. 
LAYTHATPISTOLDOWN stalked the pace and faded in his most recent 
start, and he figured to need that effort off a near two-month layoff. He will 
return to the grass—his preferred surface—in this affair and is another 
entrant that has been sharp this year, as he has finished in the money in 
70 percent of his races in 2016. He’ll be tighter this time; dirt-to-turf angle 
playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-5-10 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
The speedy SUMMER LUCK will make her first start for new connections 
after apparently being purchased privately off a huge debut effort at 
Keeneland 26 days ago. Lookin At Lucky filly was pressured throughout in 
that affair (went six-furlongs in 1:10 3/5) and came up on the wrong end of 
a photo finish after a long stretch drive. Not crazy about the inside post 
draw coming out of the chute, but she’s the controlling speed of the race; 
choice at short odds. SWAT hooked a nice filly in Valadorna in her first 
start off a layoff at Keeneland, where she improved her position in the lane 
from off the pace. She has trained forwardly since that effort and will wear 
blinkers for the first time in this spot; tighter this time. LEGALLINI gave a 
good account of herself when returning to the main track in her most 
recent outing, where she was bumped at the start, pressed the pace 
between rivals and finished second behind daylight winner Holiday’s Angel 
in her first-crack at a one-mile trip. She figures as a pace-factor; hangs on 
for part with a top effort. JUNO MOON broke slowly in her debut, but rallied 
from off the pace to finish eighth-of-12, beaten five and a quarter lengths 
for all the money. She is bred top and bottom to relish the added distance; 
slides into the super with any kind of improvement. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-8-3 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
LET’S GO BEN is the speed of the speed in this six-furlong sprint, and he’s 
coming off a respectable third-place finish in a salty $50K open claiming 
heat in his last start behind the likes of hard-knockers Lewys Vaporizer 
and Speightsong. He hasn’t missed the trifecta in his past three starts vs. 
similar or tougher company. Thinking he runs HOTBUTTEREDSOUL off his 
feet; gate-to-wire candidate. MCQ has won three-of-five starts lifetime 
under the Twin Spires and is eligible for improvement making the third 
start in his current form cycle. He has won his past two outings in 
Louisville and attracts the services of Geroux; contender. DOUBLE OURS 
hooked a couple of tough open claiming fields in his past two starts off a 
lengthy layoff and drops in class in this spot. Gray/roan son of Half Ours 
has placed in three-of-five starts locally; minor award candidate. PESKY 
CAT is a perfect two-for-two for the Tom Drury barn, and he tends to run a 
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big race off a layoff. He likes the main track at Churchill and six-furlongs 
on dirt; wouldn’t overlook. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-4-10 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
TOUCH OF BLING sports sharp form sprinting on the turf outside of stakes 
company, and this daughter of Tale of the Cat possesses dangerous tactical 
speed. She just missed the win two starts back hooking tougher rivals at 
Belmont, and she broke her maiden going short on the lawn at Saratoga. 
Blinkers on noted; choice. SNOW MESA turns back in distance after giving 
way on the front-end in her past two starts at a mile trip, and she has solid 
past form sprinting on the grass. Figures to settle and fire turning back to 
the five-eighths trip; contender. MORE THAN FOLLY will make her first 
start against winners in this affair, however she ran well fresh in her turf 
debut at Kentucky Downs, and she should get a good trip stalking the pace 
in this spot. She’s a tantalizing 8-1 on the morning line; threat. JOKASA 
figured to need her last start off a lengthy layoff and will appreciate 
returning to the turf in this event. She has a penchant for minor awards, 
however; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-12-10-9 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN: 
CORINTHIAN’S GLORY has won a pair of starts off the claim for trainer 
Kelly Ackerman, and she is coming off a game win in her last start when 
stepping up in class to open claiming company at Indiana Grand. She’s at 
her best sprinting on the main track; gets the nod to make it three in a row. 
BRENDA’S GOLD is a consistent mare that has finished in the money in six 
of her past seven starts, and she gave a good account of herself two starts 
back when stepping outside of Indiana-bred company; threat in her third 
start off the sidelines. BANDOLERA’S GOLD likes the main track at 
Churchill Downs, will appreciate turning back to a sprint and was re-
claimed out of her last start by a cagy, veteran conditioner. Draw a line 
through her last start going a mile and the effort before that on the 
Polytrack and her form looks even better; don’t ignore. OUR ADIEU won 
her last start off a layoff and has effective tactical speed. She has run well 
at Churchill in the past and her form was solid vs. similar company before 
she was stopped on after the Ellis Park meet. Comes in fresh; contender off 
the sidelines. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-8-9   
 


